art in nature
WP31 Colorfest Collection  
(Colección de Colores - 80 Bulbos)  
Absolutely spectacular! This 80 bulb collection will light up any sunny spot in the garden with months of bright flowers. 35 mixed Oxalis, 15 Anemone blanda, 10 mixed Freesia, and 20 mixed Ixia range in height from 3-24” tall, and bloom May through July in a lively range of pinks, reds, oranges, yellows, whites, blues, and purples.  

|$26.00  
80 bulbs

WP32 Mixed Asiatic Lilies  
(Lirios Asiáticos Mezclados - 4 Bulbos)  
These garden aristocrats lend regal color and unique texture. This balanced blend of bright and pastel flowers blooms in late July and August, on sturdy stems 3-4’ tall. Extremely winter-hardy, they will continue to bloom beautifully for years to come.  

|$10.00  
4 bulbs

WP33 Mixed Anemone Blanda  
(Anémona Blanda Mezclada - 15 Bulbos)  
Cute, colorful, carefree daisy-like blooms in a mix of hot pink, pure white, and light blue. They naturalize easily to provide a welcomed spring spectacle year after year. 6” tall.  

|$8.50  
15 bulbs

WP34 Stargazer Lily  
(Lirio de Estrella Fugaz - 3 Bulbos)  
Exotic blooms and heavenly fragrance! Huge blooms of deep pink with delicate white edging. Grows 36-48” tall.  

|$11.50  
3 bulbs
WP35 Electric-Blue Collection
(Eléctrica Colección Azul - 40 Bulbos)
Your garden will surely get noticed with this electrifying blend of blues. Collection includes 10 Blue Anemones, 20 Queen Fabiola and 10 Blue Gladiolus for a total of 40 bulbs! Height ranges from 6”-4’ tall.

$20.00
40 bulbs

WP36 Mixed Gladiolus
(Mezcla de Gladiolas - 25 Bulbos)
The queen of summer blooms! A complete spectrum of vibrant color and delightfully ruffled flower form on sturdy stalks 3’-4’ tall. Vigorous in the garden, exceptional as cut flowers – long lasting and distinctive in arrangements.

$10.00
25 bulbs

WP37 Stella D’Oro Daylily
(Estela de Oro Lirio de Día - 2 Divisiónes)
Gushing fountains of gold! This sensational dwarf Daylily grows short and sweet, and blooms with abandon all summer! The plants reach 18” x 18”, always remaining tidy and contained.

$13.50
2 root divisions

WP38 Orchid Glads
(Orquídeas Gladiolas - 8 Bulbos)
Wonderfully scented flowers bloom in late summer – an ideal complement to other summer perennials. Especially useful in small or tightly planted gardens. Grows 20-24” tall.

$6.00
8 bulbs
WP39 Garden Spectacular
(Jardín Espectacular - 57 Bulbos)
A thrifty combination of premium bulbs to supply dramatic color spring through fall. Glads, Freesia, Liatris Spicata and Orchid Glads. 57 bulbs in all - at a price that's as easy on the pocketbook as it is on the eyes! Height ranges from 16-48”.

$25.00
57 bulbs

WP40 Everbearing Strawberries
(Siempre Floreciendo Fresas - 10 Plantas)
A season-long supply of sweet, juicy strawberries… from your own garden! These everbearing plants produce fresh fruit from June until October – and multiply each year for an even bigger harvest. Makes a lush groundcover or border planting – decorative as well as delicious!

$14.50
10 plants

WP41 Mixed Ranunculus
(Mezcla de Ranúnculos - 10 Bulbos)
These Ranunculus bulbs have been perfected through 60 years of breeding to produce the finest traits. Grows 18-24” tall. Each bulb produces from 30-35 blossoms over a 4 to 6 week flowering period, and cutting them for bouquets only encourages more flowers.

$15.00
10 bulbs

WP42 Hummingbird & Butterfly Garden
(Jardín de Picaflor y Mariposa)
A blend of top-grade seeds designed to attract flocks of hummingbirds and butterflies to your garden. Plant in full sun or partial shade, they'll thrive in most types of soil, with little care. Jumbo packet will fill an area up to 30 square feet.

$8.00
1 jumbo seed packet
flower mats

Easy to grow biodegradable seed mats. 17” x 5’ long.

WP44 Shady Annual Tree Ring
(Aro Anual Amante a la Sombra de Árbol)
Protect and beautify your trees at the same time with this easy-to-use seeded tree ring. Clear the ground around your tree and set the mat in place. Within weeks you’ll have a bounty of shade loving flowers!

$9.00
1 flower mat

WP45 Butterfly Garden Flower Mat
(Tapele de Semillas para Jardín de Mariposas)
Attract multitudes of butterflies with this colorful blend of annuals for quick, long lasting color.

$8.00
1 flower mat

WP43 Bleeding Hearts
(Corazón Sangriento - Primera División)
Old-fashioned garden beauty... in a newer, hardier form. Pendants of brilliant rose-colored, heart-shaped blooms dangle delicately from arching stems up to 24-36” tall. Vigorous and winter hardy.

$11.50
1 root division
(2-3 eyes)

Easy to grow biodegradable seed mats. 17” x 5’ long.
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$11.50
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WP47 Sunflower Flower Mat
(Tapete de Semillas de Girasol)
Sunflowers are the symbol of summer, sunshine, and health. This special mix called “Autumn Beauty” produces a gorgeous array of sunny color in all the fabulous colors of fall – deep red, rich copper, gold, yellow, rust, and intriguing two-tones. Great in cut flower bouquets!

$8.50
1 flower mat

WP48 Honeybee Garden Flower Mat
(Jardín Tapete de Flores Para Abejas)
Give new life to your garden… and Honeybees, too. It’s packed with flower varieties specially selected for their ability to attract bees. Best of all, you’ll be treated to a summer-long spectacle of brilliant color, delightful form, and enticing fragrance.

$8.50
1 flower mat

WP46 Easy Care Children's Garden Flower Mat
(Jardín para Niños Tapete de Semillas de Fácil Cuidado)
Children are curious, like to learn by doing, and love to play in the dirt. Growing a flower garden gives them a chance to care for something over time, while observing the cycle of life first-hand. Enjoy teaching and watching them as they care for this select mixture of low maintenance, easy to grow garden flowers.

$8.00
1 flower mat

Portion of proceeds go toward honeybee conservation.
Outstanding for urban dwellers with limited space. Organic and GMO free. Kit includes an 8 ½” x 21 ½” reusable poly bag with nylon rope, a packet of seeds, and complete planting and care instructions.

WP49 Large Leaf Basil (Hoja Grande de Albahaca) $11.00 1 kit

WP50 Jalapeño Pepper (Chiles Jalapeños) $11.00 1 kit

WP51 Red & Green Leaf Lettuce (Mezcla de Lechuga Roja y Verde) $11.00 1 kit

WP52 Lemon Cucumber (Pepino Limón) $11.00 1 kit

WP53 Italian Oregano (Orégano Italiano) $11.00 1 kit

WP54 Italian Parsley (Perejil Italiano) $11.00 1 kit

Saddlebags includes an 8 ½” x 29” reusable poly bag perfect for hanging over porch railings.
WP55 Black-Eyed Susan Hanging Garden
(Bolsa Colgante Mirada Negra de Susan)
Brighten any wall or fence with a cascade of sunny blossoms!
$11.00
1 kit

WP56 Hanging Cherry Tomato Kit
(Juego Colgante de Tomatillos)
$10.00
1 kit

WP57 Hanging Strawberry Kit
(Juego Colgante de Fresas)
$20.00
1 kit

WP58 COMBO
buy both & save
Hanging Cherry Tomato Kit and Hanging Strawberry Kit.
$25.50
1 of each

WP59 2 Shade-loving Saddlebag Seed Kits
Mixed Coleus & Shady Annual
(Mezcla de Cóleos (Solenostemon) y Semillas Amantes de Sombra-Dos Alforjas)
This set contains two saddlebags: Mixed Coleus and Mixed Annual seeds for a beautiful combination of shade loving plants.
$14.00
2 kits

WP60 Two Sun-Loving Saddlebag Seed Kits
Mixed Pansy & Mixed Lobelia
(Dos Juegos de Alforjas de Semillas amantes al Sol [Mezcla de Lobelias y Pensamientos])
Bring twice the color to your patio this summer! Each bountiful kit will create a waterfall of blossoms on both sides of any railing.
$14.50
2 kits